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Meetings Update 
 

Whilst we continue to be unable to have traditional branch meetings we are now 
starting to offer you virtual meetings. It is the intention to run a regular 
programme on this basis for the foreseeable future.   
The 2021 programme we will have, if and when Covid-19 regulations permit, is 
in this issue of Railway Ramblings.  
 

Our next virtual meeting is 8th December - for details see “Forthcoming Events” 
 
 

From the Photo Album 
 

  
10 December 2017 at Wansford on the Nene Valley Railway and 92 Squadron, the love of our Chairman’s life, 

is preparing to haul the Santa Specials. The snow is real and not created using Photoshop. This loco is also the 

subject of “A Love Affair”, Part 7 of which features in this issue of Railway Ramblings.  

Photo: Steve Lacey 

 

 

If you have photos (old or new) that you are willing to share with other members please supply them, with a 

suitable caption, to the Editor (John.Dossett@btinternet.com).  They should be photographs you own! 
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Chairman’s Platform 

Being unable to offer you the traditional branch meeting presentations we have now ventured into the 
world of “virtual” meetings. In November we had our first Hitchin branch experience of these and I 
believe it showed that, in the circumstances, they are an acceptable substitute to real face-to-face 
meetings. There were 45 “attendees”. I know that some of you have also “visited” virtual presentations 
arranged by other branches. 

As I said last month, let’s focus on the positives about Zoom presentations. Firstly, there are no 
geographical constraints – the presentations are available wherever you can access the internet. No 
more needing to turn out in rotten weather or find somewhere to park the car. Absolutely Covid-19 
secure. And, as I have already said, you can also “go to” presentations arranged by other branches 
without any need to travel – now that’s a real benefit. 
 
The main downside is that you do not really meet others face-to-face and much of the informal chit-
chat of meetings is lost. Of course, you do need access to the internet, although you don’t necessarily 
need a camera or microphone. Personally, my wife is anxious to know when the bookstall can restart 
as we have rather a lot of books at our house! 
 
Of course, we look forward to a time, hopefully not far into the future, when we can restart “normal” 
meetings and our Secretary, Dave Elsdon, has done his normal fantastic job in lining up an amazing 
programme of speakers for 2021. Details of this programme are in this issue of Railway Ramblings. 
We do still expect to produce the programme pamphlets in due course but for the time being you 
might want to print yourself a copy of those two pages. Do remember that these meetings will not be 
taking place unless I have emailed you to that effect. 
 
The editor and I are delighted at the contributions being made for publication in this newsletter. They 
are quite diverse in nature as we know you, the readers, have a wide range of interests. We trust that 
you are finding them interesting and that even more of you will feel able to contribute and thus keep 
the wheels turning. 
 
You will also see elsewhere in this issue that Hitchin branch has also been given the Society’s award 
for recruiting more new members last year than any other branch. Well done us, and a big welcome 
to the resultant new readers of Railway Ramblings. 
  
Finally, if you haven’t yet renewed your RCTS membership can I urge you to do so in order that the 
membership team can deal with everyone in time for the January Railway Observer distribution. Don’t 
forget that for those of you receiving this newsletter and who aren't already members, there is a 
bargain rate special offer if you join now, until the end of 2021 - see https://rcts.org.uk/join/ .  
 
Seasonal Greetings to you all and your loved ones. 
  

Steve Lacey 

Local Observations  
Reports as seen at Welwyn North & the Local Area 
 
Monday 19 October saw FLIRT unit 755415 passing at 19:55 on route to Hornsey from Norwich. 
This unit returned to Norwich the following day Tuesday 20 October passing here at 18:11 using the 
same unusual route as the other, via Cambridge and Liverpool Street. Earlier in the day at 09:06 
unbranded Hull Trains unit 802305 passed running from Hull to Bounds Green.  
On Wednesday 21 October a further FLIRT unit 745008 passed at 22:05, again for maintenance at 
Hornsey from Norwich, returning to Norwich the following day running through Welwyn North at 19:39.  
Friday 23 October saw 66773 hauling two barrier coaches run through at 14:01 travelling from 
Eastleigh to Doncaster. Over the past day or so two Aventra 720542 & 720 43 arrived at Ferme Park 
from Bombardier Derby-branded for Greater Anglia.  
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Saturday 24 October 60046 passed with a train of empty wagons at 19:41 travelling between Boston 
Spa and Willesden.  
The FLIRT units running from Norwich to Hornsey for maintenance seem to have become a weekly 
event with another passing this evening - 755419 passing at 20:34 on Monday 26 October, returning 
to Norwich early the following evening at 18:12. 
On Thursday 29 October 60046 passed at 19:25 hauling 20 JNA wagons from Boston to Willesden 
running 80 minutes late, this late running presumably caused by the disruption to the ECML by the 
wires down between Finsbury Park and Kings Cross. This lasted from around 14:00 through to late 
evening, a bus service operated in place of some local services. Services were back to normal the 
following morning. 
On Monday 2 November another Norwich to Hornsey FLIRT came through at 20:29, this one being 
755409.  
Early on Tuesday 3 November 66622 passed here at 08:12 working a Tunsted Sidings to Bow freight 
- this was running 152 minutes late. LNER IC225 91124 & 82208, which failed earlier in the week, 
was towed by a Class 67 back to Bounds Green from Neville Hill on Wednesday 4 November. 
There were again many diverted freight services over the weekend of 7 November. The most notable 
were via Hertford North with Felixstowe to Doncaster 66704 at 08:42 (86 mins late), London Gateway 
to Masborough 66769 at 08:50 (68 mins late), Felixstowe to Doncaster 66955 at 09:27 (71 mins late), 
Felixstowe to Leeds 66592 at 10:10 (81 mins late), & via Welwyn North, Willesden to Chaddesden 
60046 at 13:10 (on time). 
A very quiet few days this week (during lockdown), when the service on the ECML service was running 
as before this lockdown, with the exception that some of the peak time trains have been removed 
from the time table. We also learnt this week that apart from the usual Christmas shut down on 25 /26 
December, there will no trains into or out of Kings Cross between 27 December & 3 January 2021.  
I don’t why(presumably engineering works somewhere) but on Sunday 15 November 91109 / 82212 
ran a return service from Kings Cross to Peterborough passing here 5 times during the day. Also the 
RHTT is also still running daily, still with 66099 / 116. 
Over the two days 16 / 17 November two Class 50 loco’s were in Ferme Park. These were 50007 & 
50049 and both left on the evening of 17 November returning to Leicester via Cricklewood. 

 
(Observations courtesy of our Branch Secretary, Dave Elsdon) 

 
 

Luton Freight in the 1970’s and 1980’s (Part 2) 

- John Rainbow 
In the 1970’s/80’s a considerable quantity of oil was carried by rail and once or twice a week a train of 

empty tank wagons would pass through on its way to/from the Procor Works at Horbury Junction for 

overhaul.  I think the trains originated from the refineries on the Essex Coast and possibly also Fawley. 

Whilst all this traffic was passing through there was a daily working from the north to Crescent Road Yard.  

This service, which I subsequently discovered, arrived at about 05.30 brought various empty and full 

wagons depending on traffic.  I think this working stopped to drop off/pick up water cans at a couple of the 

remote signal boxes between Bedford and Luton en-route that had no piped water supply. 

One contract, which lasted for several months in the late 1970’s, involved short wheel based 4-wheeled 

vans being brought in to be loaded with, I seem to recall, water meters manufactured by George Kent Ltd.  

These were taken south by the evening working mentioned below. 

During the day there were a number of “Trip Workings” to and from Luton Crescent Road Yard.  Around 

mid-morning a trip worked from Wellingborough and Bedford to Luton bringing an empty Newspaper Van 

(never did discover where that originated from!) and various other wagons depending on the day’s traffic 

requirements.  This service brought wagons of ash from the Staythorpe power station in Nottinghamshire 

and the “Hemelite” ash depot at Rotherham - of which more this later.  It also collected empty stone wagons 

from Foster Yeoman’s operations at Leagrave and, from time to time, a Polybulk wagon that had brought 

smokeless briquettes to the Limbury Road Coal Concentration Depot and (seasonally) a Continental Fruit 

Van with grapes for a consortium of local Italian shopkeepers. 



 

 

In “Working the Dunstable Branch” Bill Davies mentioned the afternoon pick-up working which collected 

wagons of scrap.  There was also a working once or twice a week conveying 4-wheel cement tanks, of 

“specialist cements” to Dunstable. 

Shortly after the afternoon trip had returned a Class 25 would set off to Dunstable again to collect the 

empties from the morning trip and take them back to Cricklewood from where the eventually went on to 

Northfleet.  Towards the end of the 1980s a Class 33 would arrive around 4.30 – 5.00 pm and that would 

collect the empties from Dunstable and take them back to Northfleet. 

To digress, you might be wondering why all this cement was going to Dunstable or rather Houghton Regis, 

to be precis.  Cement manufacture had been long-established at Houghton Regis due to the quantity and 

quality of the chalk marl in the area.  By the 1960s, the works had become part of the Associated Portland 

Cement Manufacturers conglomerate and a decision was taken to modernise the works at what was then, 

no doubt a colossal expense.  The work, which also included a state-of-the-art distribution deport, was 

carried out and the kilns fired up only to result in the surrounding area being liberally coated in a (not so 

thin) layer of cement dust. You may have experienced this if you drove past the works at the time.  The 

local “word on the street” was that the problem was due to a miscalculation of the chimney drafting for 

which the designer was promptly “let go”! Whilst the kilns were shut down APCM wanted to use the 

distribution set-up and thus began the daily Northfleet – Dunstable service.  

On most days, after the empty cement tanks had set off to Cricklewood things then went a little quiet at 

Crescent Road until, at about 19:30 when the Class 08 Shunter would begin sorting and assembling the 

evening train to Cricklewood/Brent which left at about 21:30.  The traffic for this would usually include the 

4-wheeled cement empties from the lunchtime trip to Dunstable, the Newspaper Van which had arrived on 

the mid-morning trip from Bedford, and if it was picked up, the empty Polybulk wagon from Limbury Road 

plus any other traffic going south.  

Once a week, and as part of assembling the working to Cricklewod/Brent, the Class 08 would marshal the 

wagons of power station ash that had arrived in the morning trips from Bedford between two Brake vans.  

At 23.30, or thereabouts, this working would leave behind a Class 25 for Harpenden Junction.  The 

departure on a frosty night would again often result in a spectacular sound and light show. 

On arrival, at Harpenden Junction, there was much shunting back and forth to draw the empties from the 

old “Nickey Line” branch or, more correctly, long siding.  The full wagons were then propelled onto the 

siding for the Hemelite Block Works loco (an Ex BR Clayton Class 17 – D8568) to deal with during daylight 

hours.  The Class 25 would then take the empties forward to Cricklewood/Brent. 

A short, but very interesting article on the “Hemelite Train” can be found at www.nickey-

line.co.uk/THEHEMELITEBRANCH.pdf   

John Rainbow  

(Part 3 of John’s recollections will be published in the January issue of Railway Ramblings.) 

 

IN SUNNIER TIMES: 

 
St Christopher at Bressingham 27 August 2019 (Hitchin Branch Summer Visit)       Photo: John Dossett  

http://www.nickey-line.co.uk/THEHEMELITEBRANCH.pdf
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Recruitment Award 
 

 
Quote from the RCTS Chairman’s accompanying letter to our Branch Secretary: 

  



 

 

Branch Programme for 2021 
 

HITCHIN MEETINGS 2021    Subject to the Covid-19 regulations 

 
Held at Tilehouse Street Baptist Church Hall, Upper Tilehouse Street, Hitchin SG5 2EE on the second 
Tuesday evening of each month, except August. 
 
 
12th Jan The Honeybourne Line      Bernie Holland 
    (A line we have not visited before) 
 
 
9th Feb  Depots and Works Open Days 1980 – 1998    Robert Warburton 
    (A return to the good days of yesteryear) 
 
 
9th Mar  Roaming Around London with my Camera    Geoff Brockett 
    (Where will Geoff take us today?) 
 
 
13th Apr Prince of Wales, A Brand New Steam Loco for the 21st Century Rob Morland 
    (Something right up to date) 
 
 
11th May The Work of the Railway Heritage Trust    Andy Savage 

    (Should be a very interesting insight) 
 
 
8th June The Peter Bland Collection (Part 2)     Bryan Cross 

    (Some more superb photographs) 
 
 
13th July A 10th Colour Rail Journey      Paul Chancellor 
    (Another of Paul’s whistle-stop tours) 
 
 
Aug  No Meeting 
 
 
14th Sept 45596 Bahamas Locomotive Society – “A Preservation Pioneer” John Hillier 
    (How preservation should work?) 
 
 
12th Oct That Was the Year That Was 1969     Geoff Plumb 
    (Another of Geoff’s fascinating tours) 
 
 
9th Nov  European Railways        Rob Freeman 
    (A little further afield) 
 
 
14th Dec History of Leatherhead Station – Home to the RCTS Library    
       & Archive Centre  Andy Davies 
    (An interest to all Members) 

 

Note: Meetings are subject to change due to the Covid-19 restrictions at the time.  



 

 

Branch Programme for 2021 

 

WELWYN GARDEN CITY MEETINGS 2021  Subject to the Covid-19 regulations 

 
Held at the Methodist Church, Ludwick Way/Cole Green Lane junction, Welwyn Garden City, Herts 
AL7 3PN on the last (third in December) Tuesday afternoon of each month, except August. 
 
 
26th Jan A Railwayman Remembers      Dave Cockle 
    (More of Dave’s memories) 
 
 
23rd Feb Railways into the Chilterns & The Watford Miniature Railway Dr Rudi Newman 

    (A real mix of contrasts)  
 
 
30th Mar Branch AGM 
    (AGM and members’ presentations) 
 
 
27th Apr The Varying Fortunes of the Hatfield to St. Albans Railway  Alistair Cameron 

(Some very local history today) 
 

 
25th May History of the Severn Valley Railway, Pre-preservation  Dave Postle 

    (How history came about) 
 
 
29th June East Anglian Railways in the 21st Century - A Period of Transition John Day 
    (Modern traction up to date) 
 
 
27th July The Next Train Sliding Past       Adrian White 

    (A new unseen presentation from Adrian) 
 
 
Aug  No Meeting 
 
 
28th Sept Edge Hill Marshalling Yard & Its Complex of Railways  George Howe 
    (Told only as George can) 
 
 
26th Oct The East Coast Main Line, Kings Cross to York   Stephen Gay 
    (We do not get too many ECML presentations)  
 
 
30th Nov A Northern View       Stephen Batty 
    (It can only be up North) 
 
 
21st Dec A Lifetime of Railway Discoveries     Mike Bunn 
    (We could be taken anywhere today)   
 

 

Note: Meetings are subject to change due to the Covid-19 restrictions at the time.  



 

 

A Love Affair (Part 7) – Steve Lacey  
Last time, in the November issue of Railway Ramblings, I told of the rewheeling 92 Squadron and of 

my excitement that we were nearly there.......a feeling you may also be sharing!  At this rate lockdown 

could be over, before this story!  I promise to speed up. 

 

Another of the parts of 92 Squadron considered as scrap, was the ashpan. Years of standing in a 

siding at Weybourne (North Norfolk Railway), meant that the ash remaining inside, combined with 

rain and salty sea air had produced acid, which had eaten away at the metalwork. We could have 

been terribly curatorial and rebuilt an ashpan from the original drawing, but we opted for what we 

thought was an easier and cheaper route, buying in a kit of parts for a standard BR ashpan and 

adapting it to our loco.  As many of you may know, the original design had no dampers (closable flaps 

in the ashpan to reduce draught through the firebox), which meant the loco’s were quite hard to keep 

quiet, without blowing off in termini. This not only frightens small children, but is wasteful of coal and 

water, not something very popular on heritage railways! The lack of dampers also led to the 

apocryphal tale when someone asked Bulleid why he had designed the class without dampers; getting 

the legendary reply, “I designed my boilers to steam dear boy!” That he certainly did, producing a 

boiler that will never run short of steam, unless you have run out of coal and water!  

A new ashpan was fabricated from a suitably modified kit of parts. I have to say, that is a bit like “with 

one leap Jack was free”. It took many weeks of careful measuring, discussion and welding to produce 

a lovely new part with some fancy additions like an ashpan spray. This aids ash disposal over the pit. 

Good old Mr Bulleid had already designed-in a rocking grate, a device which, by the use of a lever, 

rotates every other row of firebars vertically, dumping any remaining fire at the end of the day into the 

ashpan. No long handled heavy steel shovels for us to manually empty the firebox, spectacular after 

dark, but not exactly the safest process!  

 

 

Having hydraulically tested the boiler in September 2014 we now turned to steam testing. The great 

day arrived on 1st July 2015; once again perfect timing. A lovely hot job on what proved to be one of 

the hottest days on record (36 degrees C)!  Having warmed the boiler through on the previous day, 

to reduce stresses as the metal expands, a proper fire was made. We all stood around with fingers  



 

 

crossed, to watch the safety valves lift at the required 250 lbs per square inch. The pressure rose 

quite quickly (it is a Bulleid boiler after all) and the safety valves opened with a satisfyingly noisy rush 

of steam. What we had not anticipated, was that about 2 gallons of rusty water had been lurking in 

the valves for several months. This shot up in the air and landed on a nearby parked car.....we were 

not popular!  After the rush of steam, the pressure settled back and the valves popped shut, hence 

the name “Ross” (after the inventor) and “Pop Safety Valve” due to the noise they make on reseating. 

 

In the January 2021 issue - The next major task in restoring 92 Squadron was now to join the new 

ashpan to the boiler and replace the boiler in the frames.  

Readers, don’t panic the end is in sight! 

As before you may view some of the action more enjoyably by using this link: 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=92+squadron+34081+john+wood 

Steve Lacey 

 

New Member 
We welcome David Davies who has joined Hitchin Branch.  

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=92+squadron+34081+john+wood


 

 

The December Puzzle Page – Martin Elms 
  
Take the first letter of the following railway locations to spell something seasonal: 

  

IN STEP AT 31B    

SOMERSET AND DORSET JUNCTION    

EMBARASSED GIRL IN CORNWALL    

NORFOLK BROADS VILLAGE    

JUNCTION FOR NENE VALLEY    

CHANGE HERE FOR SELSY    

? ON THE WALL    

OVAL BALL IN NORTHANTS    

HIGHLAND CAPITAL    

ESSEX SEASIDE TOWN    

UNLUCKY FIRST BRIDGE    

PORK PIE STATION    

1169FT ABOVE SEA LEVEL    

HIGH POINT IN NORTH YORKSHIRE    

    

Answer:       

  
One for the loco enthusiasts: Take the first letter of the following locomotive names to spell another: 
  

7807    

60131    

D60    

70019    

34017    

45646    

D818    

62735    

5972    

34013    

46226    

  

Loco name:               Loco number:  

Martin Elmes  



 

 

Solutions to Puzzle Page in the November issue: 

Take the first letter of the following railway locations to spell a topical day this month: 

Sussex seaside town (BEXHILL), Cambrian Railway Headquarters (OSWESTRY), 
County town of the of Isle of Wight (NEWPORT), North Scottish fishing port 
(FRASERBURGH), Between Stratford and Romford (ILFORD), Somerset coal area 
(RADSTOCK, Small city in Cambridgeshire (ELY), Town with Abbey and Trent Valley 
stations (NUNEATON), Between Fordham and Mildenhall (ISLEHAM, Preserved station 
in North Yorkshire (GOATHLAND), Prickle at 6J (HOLYHEAD), Cornish border river 
(TAMAR) 

Spells   BONFIRE NIGHT 

 

Take the first letter of the following locomotive names to spell another: 

45648  (WEMYSS), D9009 (ALYCIDON), 70032 (TENNYSON), 6813 (EASTBURY 
GRANGE), 46111 (ROYAL FUSILIER), 34046 (BRAUNTON), D857 (UNDAUNTED), 
4087 (CARDIGAN CASTLE), 62431 (KENILWORTH) 

Spells   WATERBUCK    number 61011 

 
Martin Elms 

 
Contributions to Railway Ramblings 
If you would like to make contributions – photos and/or text – to this newsletter then please contact 

the editor:  John.Dossett@btinternet.com 

 

 

Route Knowledge: A Driver’s Perspective 
By Bill Davies         Part 1 
 
An article in the October 2020 Railway Magazine relating to the Newcastle Driver and Manager Mike 
Ingledew’s experiences, including his route knowledge, set me thinking about my own route and 
traction cards spanning my 36 years as a driver. 
  
When I was passed for driving at Kings Cross, although I was moving to a driver’s position at Charing 
Cross, they wanted me to sign a route card which I did.  I signed down the main line down to York 
with branches to Leeds and Lincoln also Hitchin to Cambridge round the Hertford Loop and Finsbury 
Park to Stratford.  Depots were Kings Cross passenger loco, Finsbury Park, Hornsey and Hitchin.  It 
was all to no avail as I was moving on very shortly so I never was trained on any of the traction 
involved.  At a rough calculation 300 miles total. 
  
At Charing Cross, although an EMU depot, I had to learn all electric unit types prevailing in 1974 with 
the exception of the REPS and the unique 8VAB.  First of all, the “Mary’s”, as the 405 units were 
known, fitted with Westinghouse brakes, a brake system I was not previously familiar with.  After that 
came all the more ‘modern’ units fitted with electro pneumatic brakes with a Westinghouse back-up 
system.  I had to learn the following – 414 & 416 (both 2-car units), 415 (4-car 1951 stock), 4CEP 411, 
4BEP 412, 4BIG 422, 4CIG 421, 4VEP 423 and, finally, MLV 419.  A total of 9 types. 
  
Routes involved at Charing Cross included the 4 Southern terminals north of the Thames:  Charing 
Cross, Holborn Viaduct, Canon Street and Victoria.  On suburban routes we signed for 4 different 
ways to Dartford via the Greenwich, North Kent, Bexleyheath and Sidcup lines, plus spurs leading 
into Slade Green Depot.  Hayes, Addiscombe and Bromley North whilst on the main line Orpington  
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and Sevenoaks plus Gravesend and Gillingham including Grove Park, Sevenoaks, Slade Green, 
Gillingham and Ewer Street Depots/Sidings.  Incidentally, we had to know the walking routes to many 
places with one exception which was LUL only, Victoria.  This was because whichever way you 
walked there you crossed a potential processional route which could be blocked to pedestrians. 
  
Out on the main we signed for Ramsgate via Dover including Marine Station, via Canterbury West 
and Maidstone East.  From Ramsgate we signed along the Thames estuary back up to Gillingham 
then through Rochester, up Sole Street through Bromley South and into Victoria including Victoria 
South East Depot and Stewarts Lane. 
The last bit of suburban Network we learnt was the Catford Loop from Holborn Viaduct for the 
Sevenoaks service – the 83 headcode. 
 

  
  
Nowhere near as exotic as our mainline counterpart at Newcastle but nevertheless a fair amount of 
mileage which I have never previously calculated.  However, such was the intensity of traffic on the 
South Eastern you certainly had to have your wits about you.   Around 350 route miles in total, which 
added to my Kings Cross signings, adds up to 650 miles of route knowledge. 
 

Bill Davies 
In Part 2, next month, Bill moves to Bedford, where the story continues. 

 

Newsletter Distribution 
This e-newsletter is distributed by the Branch Chairman (Steve Lacey). If you do not currently receive 

a copy directly but would like to do so, provide him with your email address and you will be added to 

the list. Conversely, if you currently receive a copy but wish to be taken off the distribution list then 

please advise him accordingly. Steve’s email address is gricersteve@hotmail.com 

mailto:gricersteve@hotmail.com


 

 

Recommended Viewing – Tom Gladwin 

(It is not normally my policy to publish reviews, but I have made an exception for this one – Editor) 

 

“This is an excellent production, rich in historical information, with a fine commentary by Tony Furse. 
Members will no doubt remember Tony's warm welcome when we visited the St. Albans Signal Box. 
Labelled "Volume 1" I assume there are more volumes to come. I very much hope so. Very good 
value indeed. 
 

It has been produced by, and is available from, Transport Video Publishing, 21A, High Street, 
Wheathampstead, St. Albans. AL4 8BB. (Tel: 01582 834319). The price is £17.95 including postage. 
It can be ordered on line. “ 

Tom Gladwin 



 

 

Forthcoming Branch Events 
We have long hoped to restart conventional branch meetings but the current measures to combat the 

spread of  Covid-19 continue to make this impossible. Along with a number of other branches, we are 

now offering “Zoom” presentations/virtual meetings. These are accessible from almost any 

PC/iPad/Smartphone. To participate you will need to register, in advance, and the link for that 

presentation will then be sent to you. Presentations are open to members and guests. 

Our Chairman, Steve Lacey, will introduce the presenter and aim to start promptly at the time indicated. 

During the presentation there will be a 10-minute interval about half-way through. For those with a 

camera/microphone there will be the opportunity to ask questions. 

We look forward to seeing you. 

 
During December 2020 
 
Tuesday 8th December at 19:30 
That Was The Year That Was – 1962 
Geoff Plumb 
 
This will be a Zoom presentation. 
To register in advance for this presentation: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIld-mtrTMqEtbOEYmXIdmZ0_VYbn-SlXLU 
 
 
 

 
During January 2021 
 
Tuesday 12th January at 19:30 
Railways before the War - that's the Great War (Part 2)  
Jeremy Harrison 
 
This will be a Zoom presentation comprising Black and White images (scanned from glass plates) 
from the LCGB Ken Nunn Collection (now in the custody of the NRM, but with ‘showing rights’ 
retained). Part 1 was presented in November 2020. 
 
To register in advance for this presentation: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0qduuhrzMiG9zidVuGA23nbesUWsQdvUL5 

 

 

Other Branch Virtual Presentations 
Many other RCTS branches are also offering Zoom virtual presentations.  
Details of these can be found on the RCTS website (and in the Railway Observer).  You will find 
these virtual meetings listed under the “Branches” drop-down menu.  
 
Members of Hitchin Branch will be very welcome at other branches’ Zoom meetings: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIld-mtrTMqEtbOEYmXIdmZ0_VYbn-SlXLU
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0qduuhrzMiG9zidVuGA23nbesUWsQdvUL5


 

 

Zoom – Simple Meeting Instructions 
 
A comprehensive guide (“Simple Meeting Instructions”) to using Zoom, kindly provided by Jeremy 

Harrison, was distributed with the November issue. If you have mislaid your copy please contact Steve 

Lacey gricersteve@hotmail.com and he will happily send it to you again. 

 

More from the Photo Album 

 

34053 Sir Keith Park on the Spa Valley Railway 17 October 2020 
Photo : Mike Bunn  
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